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Editor’s note: See the accompanying box for
References shown in brackets.
ost ecommerce applications employ the
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols
[DR06] to authenticate the server to the
client and to cryptographically protect the communication channel between them. It is widely
and wrongly believed that these protocols are sufficient to protect Web-based ecommerce applications against man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks.
In an MITM attack, a third party typically
“spoofs” or pretends to be the server, to fool the
client. End users can be taken in by well-designed
emails (phishing) and websites that look authentic
(visual spoofing). Theft or forgery can result.
One of the most prominent examples of a suc-

M

cessful MITM attack occurred in July 2006, when
a third party was able to defeat the two-factor user
authentication at Citibank’s Citibusiness site. The
attackers collected the usernames and password
combinations for users, as well as their one-time
passwords (OTP). (The story is available at
http://blog.washingtonpost.com/securityfix/2006/07/citibank_phish_spoofs_2factor_1.html)
More recently, an AT&T DSL vendor site was
hacked by phishers, who sent email to DSL customers saying their credit cards couldn’t be
charged because their bank didn’t have sufficient
information. The emails were very believable
because they included the customers’ order numbers, the last 4 digits of their credit card numbers
and other personal information. Recipients were
directed to a fake website where they were supposed to “confirm” their order by “updating” their
credit card info by supplying more information,
including their Social Security number and birthdate. (The story is available at http://sfgate.
com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2006/09/01/
BUGVBKSUIE1.DTL)

FIGURE 1 A Typical Man-In-The-Middle Attack
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FIGURE 2 MITM Over SSL/TLS
One-time passwords
(OTPs) such as
Pin, Scratch list, TAN, iTan,
HBCl+, FinTS, SecurID, eTAN/
Bankey/Sm@rt-TAN, mTAN/
SMS-TAN,…
1. SSL/TLSsession

Users ignore
pop-up security
warnings, they
answer phishing
emails, and
they visit fake
websites

2. SSL/TLSsession

The aspect of SSL and TLS that could protect
against MITM is the use of the public key infrastructure (PKI), but PKI is expensive and complex
and PKI pop-up windows warning of certificate
issues are routinely ignored on the client side.
Apart from online banking, few institutions have
fully recognized the seriousness of MITM threats.
Those who acknowledge the danger tend to
declare that client-side certificates will be their
“strategic” security mechanism. Often, however,
the cost and complexity of PKI end up preventing
successful, large-scale deployments.
In lieu of PKI, most SSL/TLS-based ecommerce applications employ traditional user
authentication mechanisms—passwords, personal
identification numbers (PINs), transaction autho-

rization numbers (TANs), and scratch lists, as well
as more sophisticated authentication systems,
such as OTP or challenge-response (C/R) systems.
With respect to MITM attacks, these mechanisms
are less secure than PKI.
Sadly, even when the server side uses PKI certificates—and the SSL/TLS protocol requires a
certificate on the server side—the end users on the
client side don’t play their parts. They ignore popup warnings about the status of the server’s PKI
certificates, they respond to phishing emails and
they click on and interact with websites that are
obviously fakes.
In this article, we elaborate on crucial aspects
of MITM attacks and we survey the proposed
countermeasures, including our preferred
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FIGURE 3 MITM And Challenge/Response
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solution, session-aware user authentication (TLSSA). We do not sell TLS-SA equipment or software at this time, but we have coordinated several
proof-of-concept deployments, and we have proposed TLS-SA to the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). We will also be presenting TLS-SA
[O+07] at the Kommunikation in Verteilten Systemen conference (KiVS ’07) to be held in Berne,
Switzerland during February/March 2007. (Further information about the conference is available
at http://kivs07.unibe.ch/).
MITM Attacks
MITM attacks are active attacks that target the
association between communicating entities
(rather than the entities themselves or the communication channel). In a typical setting, the MITM
places himself between the user and the server
such that he can talk to the user and the server separately, while the user and the server think that
they are talking directly with each other. Examples are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3.
There are many possibilities for mounting
MITM attacks. A user may be directed to the
MITM using phishing techniques, as discussed
above, or by various so-called pharming or cache
poisoning techniques. In these cases, erroneous
information is implanted in the end user’s
machine or on the Internet’s DNS servers so that
users are directed to fake websites even when they
type in the correct addresses.
MITM attackers can function like any other
SSL/TLS proxy server; neither the user nor the
server is aware of the proxy. Once the MITM is in
the loop, cryptography doesn’t make any difference, since the MITM can decrypt and reencrypt
all messages on the fly. In fact, many firewalls and
content screening proxies work this way (e.g.,
Cybertrust, Microdasys and WatchGuard).
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MITM attacks are very powerful and may have
devastating effects. For example, if a user authenticates himself to an application server, then he
also inadvertently reveals his credentials to the
MITM. Afterwards, the MITM can misuse the
credentials to impersonate (or spoof) the user. If
the user employs a one-time password system, the
MITM can grab the OTP (which is typically valid
for at least a few seconds) and reuse.
If the user employs a challenge/response system, again, the MITM can simply send back and
forth the challenge and response messages. Even
zero-knowledge authentication protocols cannot
alone provide protection against MITM attacks—
they can only protect against the leakage of the
user’s secret. (Wikipedia defines zero knowledge
authentication as an interactive method for one
party, the prover, to prove to another party, the verifier, that it knows a value for a password, without
revealing anything to the verifier other than the
fact that the prover knows that password.)
Countermeasures
There are only a few countermeasures to thwart
MITM attacks against SSL/TLS-based ecommerce applications. Most of them were developed,
as was SSL/TLS, before the advent of phishing,
pharming and poisoning techniques. For example,
security specialists have assumed for years that
two-factor user authentication would prevent
MITM (among other problems), but recent attacks
have proved otherwise.
The truth is that vulnerability to MITM attacks
is not really a user authentication problem—it is a
server authentication problem. In other words: If
users properly authenticated the server with which
they establish an SSL/TLS session, then they
would be protected against MITM attacks.
Unfortunately, this is not the case and it is

questionable whether it is possible at all. An
MITM can employ many tricks to give the user the
impression of being connected to the right server
(e.g., visual spoofing). In the most extreme case,
an MITM could even control the graphical user
interface of the user’s browser.
To make things worse, we have seen phishing
sites that use valid certificates. Consider the case
in which a phisher employed a valid certificate for
www.mountain-america.com and www.mountainamerica.net to spoof the website of the Mountain
America Credit Union (www.mtnamerica.org). In
such a setting, most users are unable to recognize
that they are subject to an attack.
Against this background, it is important to
emphasize that the SSL/TLS protocol can protect
against MITM attacks, but only if clients and
servers are equipped with public key certificates,
and if they actually authenticate to one another
using those certs.
People have been exploring ways to relax this
requirement, by extending the SSL/TLS protocols
with some alternative client authentication methods. One solution, verifying a preshared secret,
can be easily automated and is much more intuitive for the user. The IETF is working to specify
ciphersuites for the TLS protocol that will support
authentication based on pre-shared secret keys
(e.g., [S+01, ET+05, T+05, BH06]). We think that
these efforts are very important, but that there is
still a long way to go before these TLS extensions
are available, implemented and widely deployed.
In practice, a growing number of ecommerce
applications—especially in Europe—authenticate
users by sending out SMS messages that contain
verification codes that users must enter when they
login. Sending out SMS messages is an example
of using two communication channels for twofactor authentication (the mobile phone being the
second factor). While it is sometimes argued that
this mechanism protects against MITM attacks,
unfortunately, this is not the case. If an MITM is
located between the user and the server, then he
need not eavesdrop on the SMS messages; all he
needs to do to spoof the user is to forward the verification code submitted by the user on the
SSL/TLS session to the origin server.
If one wanted to use verification codes distributed via SMS messages, then it would be better to
use them on a per-transaction basis. For every
transaction submitted by the user, a summary
must be returned to the user, together with an
appropriate code in an SMS message. To confirm
the transaction, the user must then enter the code.
This approach has several downsides, notably
its expense. Moreover, it is not particularly userfriendly, and it is not even completely secure—an
MITM can still attack the parts of a transaction
that are not part of the verification code. Furthermore, care must be taken so that an adversary cannot substitute the user’s mobile phone number
with one that he controls.

A few cryptographic techniques and protocols
also have been proposed over the years to protect
against MITM attacks:
■ Rivest and Shamir proposed the Interlock protocol [RS84], although it was later shown to be
vulnerable when used for authentication [BM94].
■ Jakobsson and Myers proposed a technique
called delayed password disclosure (DPD,
described at www.informatics.indiana.edu/
markus/stealth-attacks.htm). DPD can be used to
complement a password-based authentication and
key exchange protocol to protect against a special
form of MITM attack—called the doppelganger
window attack. It does work for MITM attacks
that employ simple pop-up windows.
Unfortunately, DPD requires a password-based
authentication and key exchange protocol and
does not protect against an MITM that controls the
browser’s user interface to some extent (using, for
example, visual spoofing).
■ Kaliski and Nyström proposed the use of a
password protection module (PPM, described at
www.rsasecurity.com/rsalabs/staff/bios/bkaliski/p
ublications/other/kaliski-authentication-riskreadiness-bits-2004.ppt) to provide protection
against MITM attacks. The PPM is a trusted piece
of software that uses password hashing to generate a passcode that is unique for a user and an
application in question. Again, PPMs do not provide protection against an MITM that controls the
browser’s user interface. Moreover, PPMs appear
difficult to deploy and manage in practice.
■ Parno et al, proposed the Phoolproof antiphishing system that works by employing a trusted device, such as a mobile phone, to thwart
MITM attacks [PKP06].
■ Asokan et al, proposed protection mechanisms
to secure extensible authentication protocol (EAP)
tunneled authentication protocols against MITM
attacks in wireless networks [ANN03].
Some researchers hold out hope that, if the
quality of the PKI certificate experience were
improved, or if the end user were more definitely
notified of a variance between the address they are
seeking and the one being offered, then users
would not visit fake websites or otherwise participate in MITM attacks. But experience shows that
users are simply not willing to pay any more attention to addresses or pop-up windows than they
must in order to get to where (they think) they are
going on the Web.
Instead of cryptographic techniques and protocols, or modifying the user’s browser experience,
some researchers have also suggested employing
multiple communication channels and channelhopping to thwart MITM attacks (e.g., [ASS03]).
However, establishing multiple channels increases
complexity and reduces performance and we think
that it is impractical for most Internet-based applications in use today. Most people worry less about
MITM than they would worry about a major
change in standard Internet protocols.

Two-factor
authentication
has failed
to stop recent
MITM attacks
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The server’s
session state
could be used
in the UAC
to thwart
MITM attacks

In summary, all countermeasures proposed so
far either do not adequately solve the problem or
have severe disadvantages. At least that is the conclusion we came to and the motivation behind our
proposed solution.
SSL/TLS Session-Aware User Authentication
Recall that most user authentication mechanisms
fail to provide protection against MITM attacks,
even when they run on top of the SSL/TLS. That
is because SSL/TLS itself is not broken—the
problem is in the way that SSL/TLS is being
employed (or trusted) by the application and the
way it is interfaced to the user.
As discussed above, we see two main reasons
for this. First, the user is not properly authenticating the server, so when the user “talks” to the
MITM, s/he reveals his/her credentials. Second,
because the SSL/TLS session establishment is
usually decoupled from user authentication, the
user’s credentials can be reused by the MITM to
spoof the user to the origin server.
An effective countermeasure against MITM
attacks in an SSL/TLS setting must address these
problems either
1.) by enforcing proper server authentication by
the user, or
2.) by combining user authentication to the application with SSL/TLS session establishment.
The first possibility we have already discounted above as unworkable, because it requires
changes in user behavior and hard-coded server
certificates and/or dedicated client software (e.g.,
actual PKI deployments). In contrast, the second
possibility requires modifications to SSL/TLS or
to the authentication protocol(s) in use.
Our focus is on the second approach, which we
call SSL/TLS session-aware user authentication
(TLS-SA). The main idea is to make the user’s
authentication depend not only on the user’s
(secret) credentials, but also on state information
related to the SSL/TLS session in which the credentials are transferred to the server.
The rationale behind this idea is that the server
should be able to determine whether the SSL/TLS
session in which it receives the credentials is the
same session as the one the user employed when
he sent out the credentials in the first place. If the
two sessions are the same, then there is probably
no MITM involved. If the two sessions are different, then something abnormal is taking place, and
it is likely that an MITM is located between the
user’s client system and the server.
With TLS-SA, the user authenticates himself
or herself by providing a user authentication code
(UAC) that now depends on both his/her credentials and on information in the SSL/TLS session
state, which is cryptographically hard to alter. For
example, one may apply a one-way hash function
taking both the UAC and state information as
input; a number of concrete solutions in this area
are given in [OHB06].
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The key point is that an MITM who gets hold
of the UAC can no longer misuse it by simply
retransmitting it, because the server will immediately see the UAC has not been issued for the
SSL/TLS session on which it is received. If the
UAC is submitted on a different session, then the
server can detect this fact and drop the session
accordingly.
There are many possibilities to implement
TLS-SA as hardware or software tokens. In either
case, a token can be personal or impersonal, and it
may conform to a cryptographic token interface
standard, such as Public Key Cryptography Standard #11 (PKCS #11) or Microsoft Crypto API
(MS-CAPI).
Our basic approach employs impersonal
authentication hardware tokens that users can plug
into their client systems [OHB06]. Such tokens
provide simple and straightforward support for
TLS-SA (as well as for OTP and C/R systems).
We also have solutions for making all widely
deployed SSL/TLS authentication mechanisms
session-aware. This includes, for example, the
Chip Authentication Program (CAP) implemented
on Eurocard, MasterCard, and Visa (EMV) cards.
More recently, we have built a proof-of-concept
implementation of TLS-SA [O+07]. The implementation employs C/R tokens and a plug-in for
Microsoft Internet Explorer on the client side, as
well as a modified Web portal infrastructure on the
server side.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we believe that TLS-SA solves the
problems outlined while leveraging the legacy
authentication systems that the masses have
become accustomed to using. Most importantly,
TLS-SA protects against MITM attacks by providing a lightweight alternative to the use of public key certificates on the client side.
Bear in mind however, that any device which
functions above the transport layer will be detected as a man-in-the-middle. Consequently, any
technology that protects against MITM attacks
also prohibits the use of SSL/TLS proxy servers
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